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Abstract
The influence of cryothermal treatment on the mechanical properties of metallic glasses with different compositions
was investigated in the present work. It was found that cryothermal cycling can induce rejuvenation as well as
relaxation of the metallic glasses. The local apparent Young’s modulus and its spatial distribution width on the surface
of the metallic glass increase after cryothermal cycling, while in the bulk the effect depends on the glass composition.
It appeared that this increase is temporary and disappears after a period of room temperature aging. This effect is
connected with a large distribution of relaxation times in the metallic glasses due to their heterogeneous structure
and the formation of complex native oxides on the outer surfaces of the glasses. Our findings reveal that a cryothermal
cycling treatment can improve or degrade the plasticity of a metallic glass, and the atomic bond structure appears to
be very important for the outcome of the treatment.

Introduction
Bulk metallic glasses are materials of interest for both

functional and structural applications1–3. However, the
lack of macroscopic ductility limits their application
fields4,5. Differences in the cooling rate of metallic glasses
upon casting from the melt result in different final energy
states of the amorphous solid6. Higher cooling rates
allow freezing of the metallic glass at a higher potential
energy level1, and it was established that metallic glasses
on higher energy state have a higher plasticity5.
Ribbon samples can be bent by 180° without fracture7.
Meanwhile, there are many methods that have been
developed to increase the energy level or rejuvenate

metallic glasses8,9: irradiation, heavy plastic deformation,
elastostatic loading, simple heating above Tg and sub-
sequent fast cooling10, etc. Recently, another method for
metallic glass rejuvenation was found11. Due to the
intrinsic structural heterogeneity of metallic glasses, the
spatial distribution of the properties on the nanoscale can
be very wide. Heterogeneous thermal expansion or con-
traction upon changes in the temperature induce local
stresses that are high enough for anelastic strains to occur.
Cryothermal cycling appears to be an attractive and
simple method for rejuvenating metallic glasses. It is non-
destructive, avoids the macroscopic deformation of the
sample, can be applied to samples of any shape and size, is
uniform, changes the whole sample, etc. Thermal cycling
is well known for polycrystalline materials with highly
anisotropic thermal expansions like uranium or zinc,
where it can induce superplasticity12. The method thus
appears to be applicable to different classes of materials.
Recently, it was found that cryothermal cycling can also
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be used for the synthesis of single-component supramo-
lecular assemblies13. However, the applicability bound-
aries of the method for metallic glasses are still unknown.
In our previous work11, we have observed a rejuvenation
effect of cryothermal cycling on metallic glasses with
different compositions. The effect was more pronounced
for melt-spun ribbons than for bulk samples. Moreover,
for Ti-based metallic glass composites14, the effect of
thermal cycling was shown to be negligible.
In the present work, we applied the cryothermal cycling

method to metallic glasses of three different composi-
tions: Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10, Zr60Cu20Co10Al10, and
Zr60Cu20Ni10Al10. The one thing that unites all of the
alloy compositions is the presence of an element couple
with a positive heat of mixing (Cu–Fe, Co, Ni). Such a
composition design feature is known to induce local
structural instability and increase the heterogeneity of the
metallic glass15–17. The influence of thermal cycling on
the mechanical properties of the selected metallic glasses
was investigated in the present work.

Materials and methods
Metallic glassy samples were prepared by arc melting of

a mixture of pure elements (99.9% purity) in an argon
atmosphere and ejection casting into a copper mold. The
three compositions chosen were Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10,
Zr60Cu20Co10Al10, and Zr60Cu20Ni10Al10. For all compo-
sitions, the presence of a pair of elements with a
positive enthalpy of mixing was the main design strategy (
ΔHCu

mix � Fe ¼ þ13 kJ=mol; ΔHCu
mix � Co ¼ þ6 kJ=mol;

ΔHCu
mix � Ni ¼ þ4 kJ=mol). The as-cast rods with dia-

meters of 2 mm were cut to obtain samples 4 mm in
length. The ends of each sample were carefully polished to
make the surfaces parallel to each other. Subsequently, the
samples were subjected to cryothermal cycling. One cycle
consisted of dipping the sample into liquid nitrogen for 1
min, followed by dipping it into hot (T= 320 K) ethanol,
also for 1min. The phase compositions of the samples
were investigated by X-ray diffraction using a Bruker
D8 diffractometer with a Cu Kα radiation source. All
samples had an amorphous structure that did not change
throughout the whole experimental process. The surfaces
of the samples before and after treatment were analyzed
by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS spectra
were recorded with the help of a Nanofab 25 (NT-MDT)
electron-ion spectroscopy platform. Phase transformations
were measured by differential scanning calorimetry
(Perkin Elmer 8500) under a flow of purified argon. The
glass transition temperatures of the samples at a 40 K/min
heating rate were found to be as follows: Tg= 671 K for
Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10, Tg= 676 K for Zr60Cu20Co10Al10, and
Tg= 674 K for Zr60Cu20Ni10Al10. Mechanical tests were
carried out with an Instron 5581 device at a strain rate of
5 × 10−4 s−1. The samples for the compression tests had 1:2

aspect ratios. To confirm the reproducibility, all compres-
sion tests were carried out at least three times. The dis-
tribution of the surface stresses upon dipping the sample
into liquid nitrogen was calculated by finite element
methods.
The local distribution of Young’s modulus was measured

by atomic force microscopy (AFM) (AIST-NT, model
SmartSPM-1000). For the AFM measurements, the sur-
faces were finely polished with 0.25 µm diamond paste. The
average surface roughness was Ra ~2.8−3.2 nm. Quantita-
tive nanoscale mechanical characterization was carried out
using cantilevers with single-crystal diamond tips (D300,
SCDprobes). The curvature radii of the tips were 4–5 nm.
The spring constant of the cantilever was measured to be
~46.2 N/m by a thermal tuning method18. A single canti-
lever was used for one series of thermal cycling treatment
experiments. The maximum force was 300 nN, which
appeared to be within the elastic limit for all chosen
compositions. Young’s modulus was calculated by fitting
the unloading force curves by the Sneddon cone-on-flat
model19,20. The error for the absolute value of Young’s
modulus determined by this method is quite high, there-
fore we used the normalized values in the present work.
The actual bulk Young’s modulus values measured by the
resonant ultrasound method were in the range of 80–85
GPa. The spatial distribution of Young’s modulus was
determined for each sample from a 2 × 2 µm area with
128 × 128 dots. However, due to the presence of polishing
defects such as surface scratches, a reduced number of
3000 points was chosen in each case, and these points were
selected from the flat areas that did not have many pol-
ishing defects. A more detailed description of the method
used in the present work can be found elsewhere21.
Electron microscopy studies were carried out with a

Titan G2 60–300 transmission electron microscope
(TEM; FEI, the Netherlands) equipped with a high-
brightness field-emission gun and a Cs image corrector.
The estimated spatial resolution was approximately 0.08
nm at 300 kV. Images were acquired with a Gatan
US1000 CCD camera. A dual-beam (ion beam and
electron beam) system (FEI Helios 450) was employed to
fabricate cross-sections of the as-cast samples as well as
those cycled in liquid nitrogen (LN2). Electron-energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) experiments were performed
with a post-column high-resolution energy filtering
spectrometer (Gatan). The optical conditions of the
microscope for EELS imaging and spectroscopy were
defined to obtain a probe size of 0.2 nm with a con-
vergence semi-angle of 10 mrad and a collection semi-
angle of 12 mrad. The thickness of the areas of interest
was obtained from the zero loss spectrums. Energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) experiments were performed
with an EDX RTEM (EDAX) detector by using a probe
size of approximately 0.5 nm.
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One of the most important tools for structural char-
acterization of amorphous materials is the atomic radial
distribution function (RDF). The RDF describes the
probability of finding certain atomic pairs as a function
of the pair separation and, consequently, provides short-
range and medium-range structural information. In the
present study, the RDFs of the as-cast and LN2-cycled
samples were determined by utilizing high-resolution
TEM (HRTEM). In addition to the information obtained
from RDF analysis, HRTEM also provides atomic-scale
imaging of the area of interest. The RDFs were directly
computed from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns
of the HRTEM images. The results obtained from con-
ventional selected area electron diffraction (SAED) show a
similar behavior as those extracted from FFT. To evaluate
the RDFs, two known software packages were used:
PASAD22 and RDF TOOLS23.

Results
Cryothermal cycling can be viewed as a two-step pro-

cess: contraction upon cooling and expansion upon
heating. In the case of homogeneous structures, neither
contraction nor expansion should induce any internal
stresses, and no changes in the structure should appear
after the treatment. However, due to the intrinsic het-
erogeneous nature of metallic glasses, a rejuvenation
effect can be observed after cryothermal cycling. In the
process of such a treatment, the surface of the samples

should experience the strongest influence of any part of
the sample because of the highest temperature gradient.
In our previous work11, we ruled out any long-term sur-
face effects, as they are insignificant in the resulting
changes in the heat of relaxation. However, the results of
the present work show that these conclusions might have
been premature. It was discovered by atomic force reso-
nant microscopy experiments that the statistical variation
in Young’s modulus on the surface of metallic glasses is
much wider than that known for crystalline materials24.
This effect is caused by the existence of soft or loosely
packed and hard or densely packed zones in metallic
glasses. The total volume of these anelastic sites can
occupy as much as a quarter of the volume of the whole
sample25. Our measurements of the statistical variation in
the apparent Young’s modulus on the polished surfaces
of the selected metallic glasses show a similar wide dis-
tribution (Fig. 1). However, in our case, due to possible
polishing defects and the existence of native surface oxi-
des, the distribution width is larger than that found by
Wagner et al24. Interestingly, thermal cycling increases
the average apparent Young’s modulus as well as its
surface variation width (Fig. 1a, c, e). The effect is stronger
for metallic glasses that contain pairs of elements with
higher positive heats of mixing, hence more hetero-
geneous glasses. For metallic glasses with 10 at.% Fe, the
increase of the average Young’s modulus after 30 cycles is
approximately 50% (Fig. 1a), which is a very large change.

Fig. 1 Statistical variations in the apparent Young’s modulus on the surface of metallic glasses under cryothermal cycling and after
relaxation at room temperature for 3 days. a, b Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10, c, d Zr60Cu20Co10Al10, e, f Zr60Cu20Ni10Al10. Here, En is Young’s modulus
normalized by its average value in the as-cast state, and the curves are Gaussian fits
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Such a change seems to be impossible in the bulk; how-
ever, it might occur in the near surface area. The mobility
of the surface atoms is much higher than that of the atoms
in the bulk. It was shown that a high atomic surface
mobility might enhance the crystallization of metallic
glass26. In single-crystal nanowires, the high surface
mobility of the constituent elements induced large ane-
lasticity27. It was also found that elastostatic loading and
creep experiments induced structural anisotropy in
metallic glasses28–30. In the case of cryothermal cycling,
plunging of the sample into a vessel of liquid nitrogen
creates an immediate temperature gradient, which creates
biaxial tension in the surface plane, initiating anelastic
local flow. The temperature gradient is quickly reduced by
thermal diffusion; however, the low temperature allows
the initial damage to be preserved. Continued cycles
ultimately store even more anelastic damage, which
eventually saturates. Uniaxial compression induces ani-
sotropy, where Young’s modulus normal to the com-
pression axis is initially smaller than the modulus parallel
to the axis30. Such anisotropy in the bulk can be on the
order of several percent28. The effect should be reversed
under tension, and the apparent Young’s modulus change
normal to the surface of the sample should be magnified
by the biaxial nature of the tension. Taking these factors
into account, one can assume that even for the small
strains that we have induced through thermal contraction,
the indentation modulus should be higher than the
modulus values along the directions in the plane of
the surface. These claims were partially confirmed by
finite element calculations (see Supplementary Materials
Figs. S1–S6), whereby tensile and compressive stresses
were found in the surface of the metallic glass upon
cooling in liquid nitrogen. However, the software has
limitations and cannot take the anelastic effects and het-
erogeneity of the glasses into account.
Here, we should also take into consideration the fact

that the AFM tip probed the surface of the metallic glasses
under ambient conditions, and there was always a layer of
native oxides on top of the glass surface31. The thickness
of the native oxide layer of the selected glasses is on the
order of 1 nm, and the layer has an amorphous struc-
ture32. The stiffness of the samples is quite high, and
the estimated elastic deformation depth is 2–3 nm,
therefore the surface oxide layer can play a significant
role in the resulting effects. The surfaces of the glassy
samples before and after cryothermal cycling were
investigated by XPS (see Supplementary Materials
Figs. S7–S9 and Tables S1–S3). It was calculated from
the XPS spectra that the thickness of the surface native
oxide layer was approximately 5–6 nm for all the samples.
Here, it should be noted that even though the elastic
deformation of the metallic glass surface in the AFM
measurements is approximately 2–3 nm, the depth of the

affected zone is 4–5 times larger. The surface oxides on
the glasses containing Co and Ni mainly consist of Cu2O
and ZrO2. However, in the case of the Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10
glass, the surface also contains iron oxides. No significant
changes in the surface oxides were found after cryother-
mal cycling. Analysis of the XPS results also reveals that
nitrogen had no influence on the surface layer.
Transmission electron microscopy measurements also

confirmed the existence of the native oxide layer (Fig. 2).
From the EELS (Fig. 2) and EDX (Fig. S10) maps, one can
notice that the oxide layer mostly consists of zirconium
oxide (Fig. 2a). Fe, Ni, and Cu are concentrated below the
native oxide layer. A similar effect has been observed for
the low-temperature long-term oxidation of a Ni–Nb
metallic glass33. The oxide layer thickness was similar to
that (5–7 nm) found from the XPS measurements.
Interestingly, after the cryothermal cycling treatment,
copper tends to form islands on top of the native oxide.
Such behavior has also been observed in the oxidation of

Fig. 2 EELS elemental maps and corresponding HAADF TEM
images of the as-cast Fe-containing glass (a) and after 10
cryothermal cycles (b) and the Ni-containing glass after 10
cryothermal cycles (c)
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gold-containing metallic glasses34. The affinity of noble
metals for oxygen is very low, and the bond strength is not
high. As these copper islands are very thin (approximately
5 nm), they are easily removed by wiping the surface
with a cloth during sample cleaning, therefore we could
not observe them in the XPS measurements. Copper also
tends to segregate from iron during cryothermal cycling.
One can also see areas (highlighted by the dotted line)
inside the glass with higher concentrations of copper
(Fig. 2b). This phenomenon does not occur in the glass
containing Ni (Fig. 2c).
The macroscopic thermal expansion coefficients (TEC)

of pure crystalline metals and alloys with isotropic struc-
tures are not much different from the TECs of metallic
glasses35. However, the TECs of both crystalline and
amorphous oxide materials vary over a wide range36 up to
negative values37. The difference in thermal expansion
between the oxide and the metallic glass can be quite large,
and oxygen covalent bonding is one of the strongest types
of bonding, which explains such large average stiffening.
The apparent Young’s modulus change is higher for the
metallic glass with the more pronounced heterogeneous
structure (the one containing Fe, hence this glass has a

lower activation energy for structural changes). However,
one can notice (Fig. 1a, c, e) that despite the difference in
the metallic glass composition, the spatial distribution of
Young’s modulus becomes wider after the cryothermal
cycling treatment, which indicates that the structure of the
glasses becomes more heterogeneous.
One should notice that the effect of the apparent

Young’s modulus increase is not constant and disappears
after a period of room temperature aging (Fig. 1b, d, f).
Polishing of the Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10 metallic glass surface
after 10 cryothermal cycles to a depth of approximately
300 µm results in the disappearance of the Young’s
modulus increase (Fig. 1b). The average Young’s modulus
inside the bulk actually decreases slightly relative to
that of the as-cast state (Fig. 1b). This result leads to the
conclusion that the observed effect is limited to the sur-
face region.
This result was also confirmed by HRTEM studies of

the Fe-containing glass (Fig. 3). We performed calcula-
tions of the reduced density functions from the FFT
patterns obtained from the HRTEM images (Fig. 3d) and
SAED patterns. This is a powerful tool for studying
structural changes in metallic glassy samples. The

Fig. 3 HRTEM images of the Fe-containing glass. As-cast (a) and after 10 cryothermal cycles (c) with the corresponding FFT patterns in the insets.
Selected area diffraction pattern (SAED) of the as-cast Fe-containing glass (b). Corresponding radial distribution functions (d)
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advantage of the method is that it is possible to obtain
information from selected areas in the HRTEM images.
However, to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio, the
TEM lamella should be very thin. The thicknesses of the
areas presented in Fig. 3 determined by EELS studies were
28 ± 2 nm (Fig. 3a) and 55 ± 2 nm (Fig. 3c), respectively.
For comparison, the SAED pattern (Fig. 3b) was taken of
the thicker region of the sample presented in Fig. 3a. One
can notice that the RDFs, which were calculated for the
as-cast sample from the FFT and SAED38 patterns, have
differences in the G(r) intensities but still show the same
peak positions. All the RDF peaks of the cryocycled
samples shifted toward higher r values (the shift in the
position of the first peak maximum is approximately 0.03
nm), which means that the average atomic bond distances
increased. This result indicates that an increase in the
general volume and rejuvenation occur in the Fe-
containing glass.
Metallic glasses exhibit a wide range of relaxation

times, which results in anelastic behavior under applied
stresses. Such behavior was observed previously in
nanoindentation experiments in the elastic regime39 and
in the elastic cycling of metallic glasses40. The time
needed for relaxation depends on the ambient tempera-
ture and the glass transition temperature of the alloy (Tg).
For example, the anelastic changes in the Ce-based
metallic glass (Tg= 373 K) disappeared only 6 h after
the release of the stress28. In the present work, 3 days
of relaxation at room temperature restored the Young’s
moduli of all the investigated metallic glasses back to
their as-cast values, and in the case of the Fe-containing
glass the final Young’s modulus appeared to be slightly
smaller than that before the treatment. However, the
spatial distribution of Young’s modulus after 30 cycles
and 3 days of relaxation at room temperature became
narrower for all glasses. These findings indicate either
the existence of unrelaxed stresses in the surface layer
of the metallic glasses after the treatment or that cryo-
thermal cycling at some point does not lead to rejuve-
nation but rather to relaxation of the glass.
The bulk rejuvenation effect of thermal cycling was

proven by differential scanning calorimetry experiments
in our previous work11. In the present work, we observed
a potential relaxation effect of thermal cycling in the
metallic glass surface. Can such relaxation also occur in
the bulk? As mentioned before, plastic deformation is one
of the methods for increasing the internal energy of
metallic glasses8. The center of the shear band, which is a
layer approximately 10–20 nm thick, is considered to have
the highest rejuvenation effect. However, in many recent
works, the shear-band-affected, or rejuvenated, layer was
observed to be on the order of 10-µm thick21,41. There-
fore, severe plastic deformation is considered to be one of
the most effective methods for rejuvenating metallic

glasses. It was recently found that metallic glasses have a
low resistance against low cycle fatigue42. The inhomo-
geneous distribution of residual internal stresses in plas-
tically deformed samples and the reversal of stresses on
active shear bands during unloading weaken the sheared
material in the bands, favoring more inhomogeneous
deformation and accelerating failure as the shear bands
with large offsets evolve into cracks. In the present work,
we observed a decrease in the plasticity of the metallic
glass samples after preliminary small plastic deformation
beyond the yield point (Fig. 4). A major shear band is
formed at the second loading43, and further deformation
progressed by stick-slip of this major shear band (Fig. 2).
However, cryothermal cycling treatment of the pre-
liminary deformed sample almost restores the plasticity of
the material to the as-cast level (Fig. 4). This restoration
can be achieved only if thermal cycling has a relaxation
effect on the shear band region. The excess volume gen-
erated in the shear band upon deformation is annihilated
or redistributed during the thermal cycling treatment.
Thus, the deformed structure formed during plastic
deformation near the shear band becomes more relaxed,
which prevents the easy formation of major shear bands
and cracks.
A metallic glass system, in general, seeks to find an

atomic configuration with the lowest energy and, in the
worst-case scenario, crystallizes. However, local structural
changes can increase the energy state of the system.
Therefore, the effect of cryothermal cycling depends on
the number of cycles. For a small number of cycles, the
treatment leads to rejuvenation of the glass and an
increase in the plastic strain; however, at some point,

Fig. 4 Compressive true stress-true strain curves of the
Zr60Cu20Fe10Al10 metallic glass: loading of the as-cast sample
until fracture, first loading without fracture of the as-cast
sample, second loading until fracture of the deformed sample
and second loading until fracture after 10 cycles of cryothermal
treatment. The Young’s modulus of the alloy is 82 GPa
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relaxation processes start to prevail, and the maximum
plastic strain decreases. Rejuvenation excites the glass to
higher energy states and at the same time increases the
mobility of the atoms, causing the glass to relax more
easily. It is quite difficult to calculate the optimal number
of cycles based on only the metallic glass composition
data. In our previous work11, cryothermal cycling
increased the plasticity of the Zr–Cu–Fe–Al metallic
glass, even after 60 cycles. The conclusion was made that
the method is more effective for glasses that already have
a highly heterogeneous structure. This conclusion pro-
vided the outline for the metallic glass compositions
designed in the present work. However, the results of the
current compression tests show that the idea of introdu-
cing energy pairs with positive heats of mixing to produce
a more pronounced beneficial effect in the thermal cycling
treatment works only partially. One can notice that
thermal cycling has almost no effect on the maximum
plastic strain in the glass containing Ni (Fig. 5), where the
Cu–Ni pair has a positive enthalpy of mixing of +4 kJ/
mol44. However, despite the fact that the enthalpy of
mixing of the Cu–Co pair is also positive (+6 kJ/mol),
thermal cycling of the Zr–Cu–Co–Al glass results in an
immediate plasticity decrease in the sample. Similar to
our previous results11, the metallic glass containing Fe
ΔHCu�Fe

mix ¼ þ13 kJ=mol
� �

exhibits an increase in the
maximum plastic strain. However, the plastic strain does
not increase indefinitely with the number of cycles, and
after 30 cycles the plasticity begins to decrease. The
enthalpies of mixing presented here were calculated the-
oretically for binary 0.5:0.5 mixtures and are, in fact,
composition-dependent45, and therefore might have dif-
ferent values in the real glasses, although their positive
sign is retained. It should also be noted here that the
inability of cryothermal cycling to induce rejuvenation of

the selected glasses does not mean that these or similar
glasses cannot be rejuvenated by other methods46.

Discussion
Atomic bonding plays an important role in the defor-

mation of pure metallic glasses. Metallic glasses contain-
ing metalloid elements should be treated even more
carefully. Different bond structures, bond lengths, and
bond strengths can have a large influence on the plasticity
of metallic glasses, the degree of heterogeneity, and
therefore the outcome of the cryothermal cycling treat-
ment47,48. For example, despite having a large Poisson’s
ratio, gold-based metallic glasses exhibit almost zero
plasticity at room temperature and even elevated tem-
peratures49. It was also found that Co-based and Fe-based
metallic glasses containing metalloid elements exhibit
only relaxation behavior upon cryothermal cycling, which
has a positive effect on the magnetic properties50–52.
Atomic bonding was found to also be important in
β-relaxation processes53. β-relaxation processes are
directly correlated with the shear transformation zones,
and therefore with the plasticity of glasses54. It was also
shown that metallic glasses with highly pronounced
β-relaxation peaks can exhibit tensile plasticity55. How-
ever, there is still no generally accepted theory for
β-relaxation. Yu et al.53 found that β-relaxation is more
pronounced in systems with strong bonds between the
constituent elements in the alloy system, while positive
values or large fluctuations in the values of the enthalpy
of mixing suppress β-relaxation.
In conclusion, it was established that cryothermal

cycling is a universal method for triggering structural
changes in metal–metal glasses, and the present work
shows that the effects of these changes can be diverse.
Metallic glasses of chosen compositions (Zr60Cu20-
Fe10Al10, Zr60Cu20Co10Al10, and Zr60Cu20Ni10Al10)
behave differently under the cryothermal cycling treat-
ment. An increase in the average apparent Young’s
modulus and its magnitude distribution width on the
surface of metallic glasses was found after cryothermal
cycling treatment. However, this effect is not permanent
and disappears after a period of relaxation at room tem-
perature. The cryothermal cycling treatment can work
as a method for rejuvenation as well as relaxation of
metallic glasses. It can have a positive effect on the
metallic glass plasticity; however, for some glasses, it may
have no effect or even a negative one. The nature of
bonding in metallic glasses appears to have a significant
influence on the outcome of the treatment as well as the
maximum achievable plastic strain.
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